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ation of a transit mall will reroute vehicle

longer be necessary at the intersection.

15th Street looking north

traffic currently using Lewis Street. Region-

The intersection of Clark Street and 9th

toward Ivinson

al impacts of the restriction were found

Street should also be monitored as Clark

to be minimal. Analysis did not show sig-

Street may become a more important con-

nificant impact to any parallel roadways

nection between downtown Laramie and

when Lewis Street traffic is rerouted. Local

the campus. Clark Street provides a more

impacts were also found to be minimal.

direct connection as it currently connects

Based on peak hour turning movement

over the railroad tracks west of down-

analysis, no geometric or signal improve-

town. If the 9th Street and Lewis Street

ments would be required on 9th or 15th

connection signal demand decreases and

Streets. At all intersections that were

the intersection demand at 9th Street and

evaluated, adequate intersection capacity

Clark Street increases, the signal could be

exists to accommodate diverted traffic

relocated.

from Lewis Street.

15th Street

As a precautionary measure it is recom-

The City’s Major Street Plan identifies

mended that curb extensions be installed

15th Street as a Minor Arterial. The post-

across Bradley Street, Flint Street, and

ed speed is 20 miles per hour from Lewis

Gibbon Street at 9th and 15th Streets to

Street to Grand Avenue with two lanes

limit cut-through traffic and encourage

in each direction, and sidewalks on both

vehicles to use Harney Street. The curb

sides of the street. The street has been iden-

extensions should be installed on the cam-

tified as a significant barrier to pedestrian

pus side of the intersection (on the east

travel in previous studies. Fifteenth Street

side of the intersections at 9th Street and

currently carries approximately 13,000

the west side of the street at 15th Street).

vehicles per day; a level of traffic almost

Additionally, the signal at 9th Street and
Lewis Streets should be monitored. When
Lewis Street is rerouted this signal may no
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as high as 3rd Street in downtown Laramie. Traffic counts taken during the AM
and PM peak hours showed that approxi-
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figure 4.1

Peak Hour Traffic on 15th Street

am peak

pm peak

Through
Traffic 35%

Through
Traffic 41%

Entering
UW 31%

Entering
UW 31%

Leaving
UW 34%

Leaving
UW 28%

mately 35-40 % of traffic is through traffic,

markings and roadway treatments are

above:

while 60-65 % of the traffic on 15th Street

relatively standard, giving the impression

Figure 4.1. Peak Hour Traffic

is destined for campus.

that this street is just like any other.

Existing Conditions

Design Objectives

Fifteenth Street changes in character from

The proposed redesign of 15th Street

a residential street south of Grand Avenue

achieves a variety of design objectives.

to a cross section through campus that pri-

The redesign increases connectivity be-

oritizes vehicle access, with parking lots

tween the established West Campus and

and open spaces adjacent to the road-

the growing Central and East Campuses

way. With a relatively short ¼-mile seg-

by addressing safety issues for pedestri-

ment between Grand Avenue and Willett

ans crossing 15th Street and enhancing

Drive and few campus landmarks along

the quality of the Fraternity Mall. Vehicle

the way before reaching the Cemetery,

access to campus is permitted on 15th

drivers experience few roadway design

Street.

changes.

Proposed Design

The intersection of 15th Street and Ivinson

There are three proposed scenarios to

Street/King Row has over 800 pedestrian

address the design objectives for 15th

crossings during the busiest hour of the

Street. The intent of the scenarios is to

day. Most of this pedestrian traffic heads

phase street redevelopment over time. As

to the main campus from the residence

each scenario is implemented, the design

halls along King Row. Other campus inter-

objectives are achieved to a greater de-

sections on 15th Street have high pedes-

gree.

trian traffic as well. While the crossings
along 15th Street are among the highest
volume pedestrian locations on campus,
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Scenario I: Chicane Application – Scenario I would realign 15th Street between

W y o m i n g long range development plan

on 15th Street

above:

figure 4.2 Peak Hour

Pedestrian Crossing
of 15th Street

Fraternity Row and Sorority Row using a

Scenario III: Fraternity Mall Extension and

chicane to shift the roadway to the west.

Closure at Grand Avenue – Scenario III

This creates a curve in the road as well as

extends the Fraternity Mall across 15th

a visual cue that 15th Street is not a main

Street and provides a plaza and a small

access through campus. The scenario also

signature building to the west of 15th

begins to enhance the Fraternity Mall by

Street. Parking will be relocated from

extending it into the former 15th Street

the Union parking lot to a new park-

alignment. The lane configuration is also

ing structure constructed where the Half

cleaned up and clarified.

Acre Lot is currently located. Pedestrian

Scenario II: 15th and Grand Realignment –
Scenario II would realign 15th Street at
Grand Avenue. The roadway would remove the skewed intersections on 15th
Street at Ivinson Street/King Row and
Grand Avenue. Traffic would no longer
be able to make a through movement

access would be allowed mid-block between Fraternity and Sorority Rows. The
segment of 15th Street between Grand
Avenue and Ivinson Street/King Row
is completely closed in this scenario.
Pathways are designed to maintain emergency access.

at the intersection of Grand Avenue and

Traffic Impacts

15th Street, which would further deter

Scenario I: The visual deterrent from

traffic from using 15th Street as a through

the chicane may cause some additional

connection.

through traffic to divert to parallel roadways, however there would still be adequate capacity on those roadways to
accommodate the rerouted traffic.
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Scenario II: The realignment of 15th Street

still be controlled by a signal. However,

above far left:

between Ivinson Street/King Row and

the westbound left turn would no longer

15th Street existing

Grand Avenue in Scenario II would re-

be permitted. By limiting the turning move-

quire access control to prevent excessive

ments that are allowed at the realigned

delay caused by people trying to make

15th Street and Grand Avenue intersec-

the offset through movement on 15th

tion, most through traffic would likely

Street. The north leg of 15th Street would

choose to use an alternative north-south

need to be right-in/right-out access only

street. In addition, some campus-bound

above far right:

and controlled by a median on Grand Av-

traffic would likely access 15th Street from

15th Street Scenario III proposed

enue. The south leg of 15th Street would

alternate routes as well. The diversion of
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W y o m i n g long range development plan

above left middle:

15th Street Scenario I proposed
above right middle:

15th Street Scenario II proposed

above:

some campus-bound traffic would further

Willett Drive

15th Street existing

reduce the potential for conflict between

Willett Drive is identified as a Collector in

pedestrian and automobile traffic on 15th

the City’s Major Street Plan and serves as

Street. When the realignment is com-

an important east/west connecting road-

pleted, traffic signals in the campus area

way between the East, Central and West

should be monitored for excessive delay.

Campuses. The posted speed is 30 miles

bottom:

15th Street proposed

Scenario III: The changes in Scenario III
have the greatest impact on the overall
transportation system, but also provide
the greatest benefit to campus users.

per hour with one lane in each direction.
Sidewalks are present on both sides of the
street.

Existing Conditions
While Willett Drive is a logical and criti-
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cal connecting roadway between the two

lett bungalow site. The conversion of Wil-

above:

campuses, it suffers from open edges

lett Drive to a transit mall will also reduce

Willett Drive looking west

along the Cemetery, parking lots, and

conflict among pedestrian, bicyclists, au-

uses set back from the street edge. The

tos, and transit vehicles, improve transit

lack of trees or other protection from the

operations and accessibility, and main-

wind and elements also adds to the sense

tain vehicular access for move-in/move-

of distance, with few points of visual inter-

out, special events, and service.

est or activity nodes to serve pedestrians
and bicyclists along the way. The street
also functions as a utilitarian commuting
corridor east of 22nd Street, where it provides transit and bicycle facilities, but few
other activities or destinations are present
along the street. The south side of the Willett Drive is a major utility corridor for the

Proposed Design
The proposed reconfiguration of Willett
Drive between 15th and 19th Streets
would covert the existing right-of-way into
a parking lot with approximately 525
spaces. Additionally, the roadway would

University.

be realigned to the south to connect into

Design Objectives

Drive just west of the Arena Auditorium

The realignment and reconfiguration of

to 15th Street would be converted into a

Willett Drive will achieve a variety of de-

transit mall with limited vehicular access

sign objectives. The reconfiguration will

to parking facilities. Service and emergen-

improve use of land along the cemetery

cy vehicles would still be able to use Wil-

edge and maximize parking potential.

lett Drive to access campus destinations

The realignment of Willett Drive between

along the street.

Fraternity Row. The segment of Willett

19th and 15th Streets will enhance the
quality of the Fraternity Mall and set the
stage for future new buildings at the Wil-
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Traffic Impacts
The reconfiguration of Willett Drive into a

W y o m i n g long range development plan

toward 15th Street

top:

parking lot will mitigate the loss of park-

Street. Both of these streets have adequate

Willett Drive existing

ing that will result from the reconfiguration

capacity to accommodate the additional

of Fraternity and Sorority Rows. Fraternity

vehicular traffic. Willett Drive will still be

and Sorority Row currently have com-

able to accommodate bicycle and pe-

bined parking of just under 500 spaces.

destrian traffic, and will create a more

The new parking lot would have approxi-

comfortable environment for alternative

mately 525 parking spaces.

modes of transportation as the potential

bottom:

Willett Drive proposed

for conflict with vehicles will be removed.
Converting Willett Drive into a transit mall

Fraternity Row

will cause the rerouting of traffic that cur-

Fraternity Row is a one-way campus street

rently uses Willett Drive to access campus

that provides access to the southern en-

destinations.

two-thirds

trances of campus fraternities and the

of traffic is expected to reroute to Grand

Fine Arts Center from 15th Street. The

Avenue, and approximately one-third of

street runs along the northern edge of Fra-

traffic is expected to reroute to Harney

ternity Mall, connecting to Sorority Row

Approximately
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to the south as a loop. There is also a

addition, there are no pathways that con-

above:

mid-way, north-south connector street that

nect between Willett Drive and Fraternity

Willett Drive at cemetery existing

links Fraternity Row with Sorority Row.

Row. Thus, the existing street design also

There is a sidewalk and diagonal parking

detracts from the full potential of Fraternity

on the north side of the street.

Mall by discouraging safe and convenient
pedestrian access.

Existing Conditions
Along with Sorority Row to the south, Fra-

Design Objectives

ternity Row primarily serves as on-street

The design objectives for Fraternity Row

parking. As designed, there is limited

are to enhance the presence of Fraternity

need for vehicle access. The service en-

Mall as a major campus open space, and

trances to fraternities, along with addi-

to create more efficient use of space by

tional parking, are on the opposite side

creating a two-way street that connects

of the buildings along Willett Drive. The

with Willett Drive to the north. The pres-

existing street design also impedes pe-

ence of Fraternity Mall will be enhanced

destrian and bicycle access through the

by reducing barriers along Fraternity

lack of a sidewalk along Fraternity Mall.

Row, including the relocation of parking

This also creates conflicts with parking

to a lot north of Willett Drive. This will also

vehicles. The mid-way connector street

improve vehicle circulation while reduc-

serves as a barrier, as it separates the

ing multiple east-west streets.

east and west ends of Fraternity Mall. In
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bottom:

Willett Drive at arena existing

top:

Willett Drive at cemetery proposed
bottom:

Willett Drive at arena proposed

Proposed Design

of the fraternities and the proposed Willett

The redesign of Fraternity Row would

Drive parking lot will improve privacy for

convert the existing one-way loop into a

residents, while enhancing the appear-

two-way street that links with Willett Drive

ance of the rear building facades from

near its present frontage alongside the

the new parking area. The western en-

Law Building. To make the connection to

trance to the Fine Arts Center will also be

Willett Drive, the street redesign would re-

redeveloped as a plaza, and the existing

quire the removal of the Beta House and

street segment will be redeveloped as a

Willett and Wainwright Bungalows from

pedestrian pathway. Vehicle access to the

their current location. New setback side-

building will be relocated to a new street

walks along both sides of the street and

stub that connects to Willett Drive west of

the redevelopment of Sorority Row as a

the Law Building.

segment of the campus promenade will
improve pedestrian and bicycle access.
The redevelopment of the mid-way connector street into a pedestrian pathway
will improve the design and safe access
of Fraternity Mall. The addition of a vegetated buffer between the north entrances
volume two

Sorority Row
Sorority Row forms the southern segment
of the Fraternity Mall one-way street loop.
The street provides access to the fronts
of campus sororities and exits onto 15th
Street. There is a setback sidewalk and
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diagonal parking on the south side of the

ing is located to the south of the sororities

top:

street.

along King Row. Unlike Fraternity Row,

Fraternity Row existing

there is an existing setback sidewalk on

Existing Conditions
Like Fraternity Row to the north, Sorority

the south side of the street.

Row primarily serves as on-street parking.

Design Objectives

Pedestrian and bicyclist access is limited

The design objectives for Sorority Row

due to conflicts with parking vehicles, and

are to enhance the presence of Fraternity

there are no sidewalks on the north side

Mall as a major campus open space, and

of the street. The lack of a sidewalk or buf-

to create more efficient use of space by

fer between the street and Fraternity Mall

redesigning the street as part of the cam-

also de-emphasizes the importance of the

pus promenade system. With the redevel-

open space. Additional access and park-

opment of Fraternity Row as a two-way
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bottom:

Fraternity Row proposed

top:

street, as well as existing access and park-

King Row

Sorority Row existing

ing along King Row to the south, there is

King Row extends from the eastern termi-

no need for vehicular access on the north

nus of Ivinson Street where it would cross

side of the sororities. Redeveloping So-

15th Street. King Row is currently one-way

rority Row into a segment of the campus

eastbound between 15th Street and 17th

promenade system also improves pedes-

Street. The lanes are not well delineated,

trian and bicycle access.

but there is one wide lane between 15th

bottom:

Sorority Row proposed

Street and 17th Street and two lanes be-

Proposed Design
The redesign of Sorority Row would con-

tween 17th Street and 19th Street.

vert the existing one-way street loop into

Existing Conditions

a pedestrian and bicycle promenade. Ve-

King Row serves a multitude of functions

hicle access and parking will be provided

and users in a relatively constrained right-

along King Row. The new promenade will

of-way. The sorority houses situated be-

link the redeveloped pathway that bisects

tween Sorority Row and King Row use

Fraternity Mall, as well as the plaza at the

King Row for parking and service access.

western entrance of the Fine Arts Center.

On the south side of the roadway, the dor-

A north-south segment of the promenade

mitories provide thousands of users every

will also extend south across King Row,

day. Students use King Row as a primary

linking a new open space to the south

route to the West Campus and typically

with Fraternity Mall.

travel by bike or on foot. Those working in
the dormitories use diagonal parking on
the south side of King Row for short-term
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60’ Wide Roadway
With Diagonal
Parking

Front
Yard

Sorority
Housing

Landscaped
Building
Entry Court

Front
Yard

Sorority
Housing

150’ Wide
Fraternity Mall

20’ Wide
Promenade
With Pedestrians
& Bicyclist
Amenities

Landscaped
Quad / Other
Campus
Open Space

150’ Wide
Fraternity Mall
Walk

and long-term parking. Delivery trucks

trian traffic volumes on the entire campus,

top:

also use King Row to service the IT Facil-

it is currently designed as a service and

Sorority Row existing

ity and the Washakie Center. Ingress and

parking street. A more strategic approach

egress along King Row and at its east end

to parking and access and clearly delin-

are through dormitory parking lots. The

eated spaces for the wide range of users

access point at 17th Street and Grand Av-

can improve the safety and visual appeal

enue is signalized while the primary east

of King Row.

access to King Row at 19th Street and
Grand Avenue is not.

Proposed Design
The redesign of King Row includes re-

Design Objectives

alignment, reconfiguration and enhanced

The design objectives for King Row are

traffic control. The Crane-Hill dormitory

to provide clarity for all users; improve

complex will likely be redeveloped in the

safety (especially for pedestrians and bi-

medium to long-term. At this point in time,

cyclists); maintain service and delivery

King Row should be realigned so that the

access; improve overall aesthetics; and

roadway is a straight continuation of Ivin-

accommodate the campus shuttle. While

son Street and the western alignment of

King Row has perhaps the highest pedes-

King Row. King Row should be converted
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bottom:

Sorority Row proposed

top:

to two-way traffic along its entire align-

serves as an important east/west parallel

King Row existing

ment, with sidewalks and landscaped

roadway to Grand Avenue in the area of

buffers on the north and south sides of

campus now referred to as West Campus.

the roadway. The roadway should be

The posted speed is 20 miles per hour

expanded near the loading area at the

with one lane in each direction and side-

Washakie Center to accommodate the

walks on both sides of the street.

bottom:

King Row proposed

turning radii and unloading of the largest delivery trucks. Parking along King
Row should be limited to parallel parking
spaces with replacement parking provided in the Willett Drive parking lot and a
new parking structure immediately east of
the IT Facility. Finally, the intersections at
19th Street and 15th Street should be
signalized.

Existing Conditions
With detached sidewalks, mature street
trees, historic campus buildings and open
spaces along the street, Ivinson Street is
one of the most likely streets to be associated with an on campus experience. The
street has a mix of pedestrian, bicycle
and vehicular traffic. Challenges include
faded or absent crosswalk markings and

Ivinson Street

conflicts between travel modes.

The City’s Major Street Plan identifies Ivinson Street as a Local Street. Ivinson Street
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Proposed Design

Traffic Impacts

top:

The proposed design for Ivinson Street

The implementation of a transit mall on

King Row existing

is a transit mall between 9th and 15th

Ivinson Street would likely push existing

Streets. Alternative transportation modes

vehicle traffic south one block to Grand

become the mobility and access focus

Avenue. However, Grand Avenue would

on Ivinson Street. The transit mall design

have adequate capacity to accommodate

enhances transit, bicycle and pedestrian

this additional traffic. When the transit

access by limiting potential conflict with

mall design is implemented, the inter-

vehicles. Automobile access is therefore

section of Grand Avenue and 9th Street

limited to access parking lots. Service and

should be monitored for excessive delay.

emergency vehicles will still be able to use
Ivinson Street to access campus destinations along the street.
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22nd Street
The City’s Major Street Plan identifies

W y o m i n g long range development plan

bottom:

King Row proposed

